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Title: Monster Monpiece - Deluxe Pack
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
COMPILE HEART, IDEA FACTORY
Publisher:
Idea Factory International
Release Date: 14 Mar, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (64-bit)

Processor: 3 GHz Intel i3 or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 3 GHz Intel i3 or equivalent

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

Additional Notes: Caution: ATI Mobility Radeon HD 5xxx, 1GB VRAM 5000 series, AMD processor may not work properly
with this game.
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Both of these decks are really fun to play. I'm not the biggest fan of frightfers and patchwork is not in this game, but that's not
because it is bad I dislike it because I'm not much good with it(gem knights fan myself). Constellars are really fun to play, I do
not think that they are very good. Constellar Pleiades is the highlight of this DLC though, being good in a variety of strategies,
including but not limited to: Artifacts, cyber dragons, and even kosmos can go into this.

Overall fun DLC, would not recommend for competitive play though. Although the AI is admittedly more intelligent than the
13% of the population that commits 50% of the homicides, it is still criminally stupid.. I love Superfight, but kinda sad you have
to upgrade or have everyone you want to play to buy it but I understand it makes sense. The real thing I'm sad about is it does
not seem to have the Red Deck I hope they add it soon It is my favorite. But other than that I am completely satisfied and it can
be great fun.. Ok here's a review from point of view of a pleb rhythm gamer(me).

MUSYNX is one of those rhythm game that if people take a quick look at it, they most likely would be like "HeY iTs JuSt LiKe
OsU!". If you don't know what osu! is, look it up on google(and no, it's not the university one!)

Q1 : Is it good, or Is it bad?
I'd say it's pretty good. The songs are pretty good,too.

Q2 : Who do you think this game is made for?
I feel like this game is made for people who are new to rhythm game genre. The game is easy enough for newbies , but quite
challenging on higher levels .

Q3 : What do you think about the pricing?
To be blunt, It's cheap! seriously, I bought the game when it's still new so I got the discount. But $4 - $5 for the main game and
you got 48 songs ready to play?It's cheapppp (also the DLC is quite cheap since you got extra 85 songs for its price)

Q4 : What's the "bad" of this game?
The game is easy, so easy that I tend to skip the EZ level and go for the HD level instead. Also you literally can just spam the
whole key and still able to get A from it. no healthbar means you can pass the song by doing nothing.
I think for 4Key , make it 3 key input max and for 6Key, make it 4/5 key input max to prevent keyspamming and make the
game a bit harder.

The Loading! When I finish the song, The game took exactly 25 seconds to bring me back to the song selection(Yea i use
stopwatch to record the time), which is a long time for me.

Song Selection could be better. I think they should put some kind of "categories" and "sorting" so players can pick the song
easier

Q6 : Do you recommend this game?
Yes. even with all the bad stuff i said above, yes i'd still recommend it.

Q5 : Anything you'd like to say to the dev?
Make the loading time shorter please,
Do something about the Song Selection menu
Please add leaderboard, and add the "friend-only" leaderboard too
Maybe add healthbar(?), also add infos like Full Combo, or All Exact on the thumbnail of the song please

Bonus Question
WHY NOT OSU! ?????
Because I want to support not only the dev, but also the artist who made the songs.

Rating
itsprettygoodbutstillneedsomeworktobedone/10. Good hentai visual novel at fair price, Just Buy this so we can have NEKO-NIN
3.
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I thoroughly enjoyed Thronebreaker, and give it a full 10\/10. It's really quite brilliant.

The writing is superb, and the voice acting really brings the story to life.

As for Gwent, well, it's much improved over the original Witcher 3 version, and the battles in Thronebreaker are tailored to fit
the story, with special cards and rules. I rarely got bored in the 55 hours it took me to finish.

Make no mistake, this is another epic tale from the Witcher universe, and a highly recommend it....

...but a couple of things worth knowing before you buy:
1. Witchers feature very little in Thronebreaker. This is more a story of rulers and their armies.
2. If you buy Thronebreaker on Steam, you can't unlock the perks in Gwent on GOG. You'll need to buy the GOG version to do
that.
. I PAYED 18.00 DOLLARS TO GET THIS GAME AND CANT EAVEN GET THE GOD DAM THING IN THE AIR IT IS
THE WORST GAME I EVER PLAYED IF YOU ARE MAKEING A GAME TELL PEOPLE WHO PAY FOR YOU
DUMB\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665GAME HOW TO PLAY THE \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING THING I AM 31
YEARS OLD AND STILL THIS IS THE BIGGIST WASTE OF MONEY I HAVE EVER MAID IN MY 31 YEARS
. Has potential but at its current sate it isn't much, look forward to see how it is improve on but just doesn't seem great to me at
the moment obviously only an indie game and isn't a huge cost so for a little test feel free to get it but it feels more like a demo
than a game to me at this moment in time.. You have to concentrate and stay focused for a couple of minutes if you want to get
a high score. I was surprised by how long I was able to survive. I like what this game does to my brain. Recommended.. Didn't
buy anything during Winter Sale just for this.

"Was it worth it?"
Kinda, it's only around $9 here in my region

The gameplay is good, i wish more character were added. i thought clownpiece would be in this game :(
Great soundtracks as always

but what bothers me is I think Marisa's spellcard Master Spark is too op?
you could've hit the opponent 'till knocked out and then use Master Spark to instantly win the round (on Story mode)

overall
Beer/ZUN
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